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1. Introduction
� Additive particles (also, too) are often obliga-

tory in discourse:

(1) Adam sang. Janm #(also) sang.

� Why? Two main hypotheses:

1. They are obligatory whenever their pre-

supposition is met (due to Maximize Pre-

supposition; the ‘MP account’);

2. They are obligatory to avoid unwanted

but obligatory exhaustification (the ‘OE

account’).

� Today: new data posing a problem for MP ac-

count.

2. Background: two theories of obligatory additives

� Some authors (Amsili & Beyssade 2006,

Chemla 2008, Singh 2008) explain obligatory

additives as stemming from Heim’s (1991)

Maximize Presupposition (MP).

– MP: given a set of alternatives differing only

in presuppositional strength, the expression

with the strongest licensed presupposition

must be used.

� But Bade (2016) argues otherwise:

– Since presuppositions project past nega-

tion, the MP account wrongly predicts that

adding sentential negation to S2s should not

affect whether additives are obligatory; (2)

would require the additive.

(2) Adam sang. Janm did not (also) sing.

� Instead, Bade defends an exhaustivity account

of obligatory additives (cf. Krifka 1998, Sæbø

2004).

– The additive in (1) is necessary because it

thwarts an unwanted (but obligatory) ex-

haustivity effect.

– Without also, S2 in (1) would have the

form and meaning in (3), contradicting

the S1.

(3) JExhALT [JanmF sang]K = 1 iff only Janm

sang ⇒ contradiction with S1

⇒ On the OE account, also is a ‘de-exhaustifier.’

� (On how additives avoid unwanted exhaustifi-

cation, see Paillé 2022 and citations therein.)

3. New data: CP and vP additives
� English has a plethora of additive expressions

that adjoin to CP (4), and these make the vP

additive also non-obligatory:

(4) A. sang.


In addition

What is more

Likewise

Furthermore

, J. sang.

� The additive also can occupy this position too

(5a), but it does not need to (5b).

(5) a. Adam sang. Also, Janm sang.

b. Adam sang. Janm also sang.

� While they do not need to co-occur with vP

also, the adjuncts in (4) can do so:

(6) a. Adam sang. In addition, Janm (also)

sang.

b. In addition to playing soccer, he

(also) plays tennis and golf. (online,

2022)

⇒ With CP additives, vP also is LICENSED but not

OBLIGATORY.

� Prima facie, this observation is compatible

with both the MP and OE accounts of obliga-

tory additives:a

– MP account:

* globally, the sentences in (6) have

the same additive presupposition as

long as one additive is present, so

MP does not require both.

– OE account:

* In addition accomplishes the same

de-exhaustification work as also (4);

* De-exhaustification only needs to

occur once, so only one additive is

required.

aExcept if MP is a matter of lexical competition (Percus

2006), in which case (6) is a problem for the MP account of

additives: also would be obligatory whenever licensed.

4. Problem for the MP account
� A general observation about MP is that it is evaluated locally (e.g., Percus 2006, Schlenker 2009).

� Singh (2011) suggests specifically that MP is evaluated for each embedded clause according to that

clause’s local context.

– e.g., in [p ∧ q], q is evaluated for MP by itself based on the context updated with p.

� This can be observed in (7), where know/both are required despite not strengthening the global pre-

supposition.

(7) a. It’s raining and Adam {knows, #believes} it. (cf. Singh 2011:165)

b. There are two dogs and {both, #all} of them are friendly.

� At first glance, vP additives behave as expected: they are required in second conjuncts even if their

presupposition strengthens only that conjunct:

(8) Adam sang and Janm #(also) sang.

� Given that these conjuncts constitute local domains for the evaluation of MP, the MP account predicts

that if also is LICENSED in a local domain, it will be OBLIGATORY even in the presence of a CP additive

outside of that local domain.

� But this is not the case: also is no longer required in the local domain when there is a matrix CP additive:

(9) Adam sang. In addition to Adam singing, Janm will wake up and he will (also) sing.

� (Left open for this poster: how the OE account deals with these data—it’s complicated.)

5. Conclusion
� Are additives obligatory whenever their pre-

supposition is met, or only when they work to

avoid an unwanted exhaustification effect?

� vP additives like also can co-occur with CP ad-

ditives like in addition.

� MP is evaluated locally, but CP additives make

also optional even when they occur at a dis-

tance—contrary to the prediction of the MP

account.
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